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A steady platform for gaming software development
A global development resources hub that supports the production and maintenance
of a 145-game portfolio offered in 30 countries on 5 continents
Industry: Gaming & Gambling
Model: Nearshore Team Extension Model
Services Provided: Recruiting,
Onboarding, Software Architecture,
Software Development, Feature Planning,
Continuous Integration, Testing, Vendor
Integration, Contingent Support (major
failure response), Global Certification,
and Automated QA
Locations: UK (three offices), Denmark,
Greece, Italy, Norway, Portugal,
Philippines, United States,
Methodology: Agile / Scrum
Coolest things:
•

Growth: 100% Team CAGR per year
over the last four years. (Currently 40
staff and growing strong)

•

24 technologies used on a daily basis

•

4 years of prototyping and support for
rollouts into the company’s most
critical markets: Canada, China,
Greece, United Kingdom, and the
United States

Within the intensely competitive global games & gambling marketplace, a global gaming
company needed a partner that could prototype and build new features rapidly. In short, they
needed multiple teams who could work long, hard and smart.

100%

CAGR OF
TEAMS

CAPACITY TO SCALE

CLOSE COLLABORATION

RAPID PROTOTYPING

STRUCTURED INNOVATION

From 5 to 40 person team in 4 years,
now supporting all of the major
“platform” product development
efforts globally

As much as online collaboration is a
core part of daily operations, 50% of
the time, client team members are
with us in Portugal…its nicer here!

Established techniques to quickly
develop (and sometimes physically
fabricate) working scale physical
models of the new games.

To make new feature development
and prototyping more predictable
ENEAR brought structure & process
to dozens of innovation efforts.

The Challenge
Development efforts:
New Feature Idea Validation,
New Feature Development Plans &
Budgets, New Feature Development,
Smart architecture and strategic technology
advice and options evaluation, prototyping,
testing and document for certification
Technologies in Use:
Angular
Apache
C++
Confluence
Docker
Git
Hibernate
HTML5
Java
JavaScript
Jenkins
Jira

Jmeter
Kubernetes
Maven
MS SQL
Node
Oracle
Python
React
Redux
Selenium
Spring Framework
Vagrant

Interested in how we might help?
Diogo Matos, Lead DevManager
diogo.matos@enear.com
Ricardo Campos, Commercial Acct. Mgmt.
ricardo.campos@enear.com

Bringing order and technical sensibility to
a fast moving global product-business
team constantly seeking novelty and new
competitive features.

The Staffing Model

Achievements

NE AR S HOR E TE AM E XTE NS ION

Client-side Manager
C U S TO ME R

In gaming, the provider with the most
interesting content wins. The issue is that
the cost of constant innovation (and the
technical challenges behind it) can be
enormous. The first challenge then, was
to revamp the software architecture so
that changes were easier. The next
challenge was to create processes to
rapidly validate, scope, budget, and map
the delivery paths of new feature
enhancements.
The nearshore solution provider would be
required to:
• Build a team that can survive in an
environment of continuous change
• Help make informed strategic
technology and technical choices so
the software itself is nimble; easy-toadapt and easy-to-grow.
• Is led by think-skinned managers;
ready and able to deal with strong
product-business manager pressures.

Though being able to cope with the
pressures and bring structured process
to a hectic innovation agenda, our most
important achievements have been our
deliveries. We count among our
successes the delivery of:

Delivery Manager

• Prototypes for China (in Mandarin)
• A successful rollout of Greece’s

Business Manager

Resources
(Developers, QA, DevOps

Client Team

Management Team

Delivery Team

Recruiting & Onboarding
In 2013 we began with a 5-person team.
Five years later and the team has grown
to 40 strong. With this level of
collaboration, ENEAR now operates 97%
of the new team member recruitment
process.
Our understanding of the business and
the products has grown to the level
where 100% of the onboarding process
is run by ENEAR’s staff (thus producing
savings for another layer of the
organization.)

Server-based Gaming (SBG)
• Rollout of major new game features
into the UK market
• Rollout of new Philippines SBG
• Completion of multiple Gaming
Laboratories International (GLI)
Certification efforts
• Rollout of new UK Terminals
• Rollout in United States (2019)
• Rollout in Canada (2019)
With the track record of product delivery
we have built up since 2013, ENEAR is
now entrusted to make many product
and technology decisions that frankly, no
external service provider would typically
ever be permitted to make.

Smart Thinking &
Resources to Deal
with 750x Growth
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Case 02

Smart Thinking & Resources to deal with 750x Growth
Resources, leadership, and smart thinking to help bring order to an explosive
growth situation for a membership-based U.S. online ticketing platform.
Industry: Entertainment / Ticketing
Model: Nearshore Team Extension Model
Services Provided: Recruitment,
Onboarding, Processes & Metrics to
Prioritize, Risk Management, Rapid
Solution Building, Back-end Reengineering, Back-end Operations,
Maintenance, & Development
Locations: New York-Portugal
Methodology: Agile / Kanban,
then to Agile / Scrum
What we did:
In the first year, we kept the service
alive during an explosive growth period
by providing out of the box thinking
and creative fixes, while getting into
position to intelligently determine code
management and optimization
priorities. Two years on and we
represent 70% of our client’s back-end
IT workforce. We now maintain the
entire back-end of this marketleading ticketing platform.

An online movie ticketing platform’s pricing change resulted in the membership base growing
from 40K to 3M users in 4 months. A lack a resources, weak processes, performance &
resiliency issues all needed urgent attention. ENEAR was their partner of choice.

28

DAYS TO
FULLY STAFFED

RECRUITING & TRAINING

TEAM LEADERSHIP

CONSTANT COMMUNICATIONS

GROWING PAIN SOLUTIONS

Time from Start to Fully Staffed was
28 days; a full 50% faster than what
was expected from any source internal hire, nearshore, or off-shore.

The client CTO and the selected team
leader collaborated to create a plan,
then our team leader led the Portugal
team buildout & onboarding.

E.Near’s team communicates
continuously throughout the workday
via email, instant messaging, and
video/phone conferencing.

It wasn’t easy. We brought senior
resources, new performance mgmt.
systems, new approaches, and the
right “problem solver” attitude.

The Challenge
Responsibility & Collaboration Areas:
Application Business Logic, Application
Data Access, Authentication &
Authorization, Integrated Computation
Performance Metrics, Scalability,
Software Architecture, Back-end
Feature Engines,
Technologies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Akka
Amazon Web
Android
Appium
Docker
Git
Google Cloud
Heroku
iOS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jira
Kubernetes
Lagom
Play
Postman
Scala*
Selenium
Slick
Vue.JS

Interested in how we might help?
Sofia Sousa Gomes, Team Leader
sofia.gomes@enear.com
André Rodrigues
andre.rodrigues@enear.com

A change in pricing resulted in nearly 3
million new users in 4 months (7,500%
growth), exposing issues at the Backend, Infrastructure, SDLC Program
Management, and Testing levels.

The Staffing Model
NE AR S HOR E TE AM E XTE NS ION

Client-side Manager
C U S TO ME R

The challenge was to deal effectively and
appropriately on all fronts at the same
time, without loosing customers.

Delivery Manager
Business Manager

The nearshore solution provider would be
required to:
• Nominate a team leader to quickly
understand the situation and help
define immediate needs and build a
gameplan.
• Quickly set-up and run recruitment,
candidate screening & testing, and
onboarding without significant handholding.
• Survive and thrive in a high-stress,
“software failure not an option”
operating & customer environment.
• Start delivering on multiple fronts,
while being strategically-minded when
helping the CTO with go-forward tech
strategies and plans.

From Kanban to Scrum

Resources
(Developers, QA, DevOps

Client Team

Management Team

Delivery Team

Recruiting & Onboarding
The first hires were two Sr. Developers
and a Dev. Manager who could partner
with the NYC-based CTO to set priorities
and define immediate resource needs.
Once this team got up to speed, they led
the next resource extension efforts and
took over the back-end operations,
maintenance, and development (all of it).
As an internal team started to take
shape, we were responsible for their
onboarding and education.

From the get-go, it was clear to us that
the flexible and fluid nature of Kanban
would not serve this situation well. With
our Lisbon Dev Manager taking the lead,
we proposed and then transitioned the
entire team (internal & external) from
Kanban to Scrum. With Scrum, we
increased process formality, productivity
metrics, scope, schedule, and change
tracking. Very quickly we could measure
how “indecision” and how a “weak
understanding of how the software
needed to behave” were impacting
development. This lead to an overhaul in
software product management.

Achievements
Three things stand out: We worked hard
to initially ensuring survival of the
business. Second, we brought better
methods, rigor and structure to see our
weaknesses. Third, we owned it. We
weren’t order takers, we saw problems
and we fixed them. This is why ENEAR
staff now represents 70% of the backend IT development team and is
entrusted with core business processes
and the fundamental operating model.

Expert Senior Talent
for Hyper-Specialized
Data Analytics
Nearshore Case Studies
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Specialized Sr. Talent for a Hyper-Specialized Data Analytics
Experienced specialists to support the back-end “big data analytics” engines and
core feature delivery of a 225 million-record SaaS Identity Search & Verification Tool
Industry: Big Data Analytics, SaaS
Users: UK Government Agencies, Global
Banks, other Security-related Agencies
Model: Nearshore Team Extension Model
Services Provided: Sr. Grade Developer
Recruitment, Onboarding, Advanced
Feature Development (back-end), Select
UI Development & Maintenance
Locations: UK-Portugal
Methodology: Agile / Kanban

What we did:
In a setting where experienced
specialists could not be sourced in the
home market, ENEAR surprised this
client with a depth of competency and
a field of sr. candidates in a superspecialized area that simply could not
be easily sourced anywhere
else in Europe.

Though “big data” is a hot topic in IT, finding experienced developers with the right mix of
programming competencies and feature development expertise can be a huge challenge.
When the UK market could not deliver, ENEAR delivered the senior expertise they required.
SUPPORTING 28
DEV. TECHNOLOGIES

GOVERNMENT AGENCY &
GLOBAL BANKING GRADE

DEEP NICHE SKLLS

ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE

RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS

SERIOUS SENIOR TALENT

Delivering talent to support 28
technologies, including high-level sr.
development talent for advanced
Scala and Java Spring work.

While every client demands excellence,
the UK Government Agency and
Global Banking clientele required a far
higher standard of solution building.

E.Near’s team communicates
continuously throughout the workday
via email, instant messaging, and
video/phone conferencing.

This situation called for more than
basic competence. It required serious
talent that could lead feature
developments for the extended team.

The Challenge
Responsibility & Collaboration Areas:
Application Business Logic, Application Data
Access, Authentication & Authorization,
Security, and more Security, Scalability,
Software Architecture, Back-end Feature
Engines, UI Back-end Support
Data Visualization
Workstream:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Akka
AWS
Docker
Gatling
Git
Gitlab
Javascript
Jira
JQuery
Neo4j
Play
Reach
Scala
Slick
Spark

Id. Verification
Workstream:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bootstrap
Chart.js
Docker
Gerrit
Guava
Javascript
Java 8
Jenkins
jQuery
OpenCV
Se (QA)
Spring Cloud
Spring MVC
Spring Boot
Vault

Interested in how we might help?
Rui Batista, Team Leader
rui.batista@enear.com
Ricardo Campos, Commercial Acct. Mgmt.
ricardo.campos@enear.com

While the product vision and conceptual
designs existed for many advanced
features, the precise “how to” and depth
of technical competencies required to
translate those concepts into working
software eluded the UK-based
development team. Searches for capable
sr. talent in their home market were
unfruitful. It was ENEAR’s blog posts on
advanced topics for Scala developers
that expanded their thinking about where
this special sr. talent could be sourced.
Beyond sourcing expert technical coders
(the first challenge), the real strategic
issue was to increase the diversity of
thought and bring creativity and
innovation back to new feature
development efforts.
The new sr. talent needed to really
complement the existing team – bringing
new thinking, innovative ideas, and
creativity, in addition to really deep
expertise. A love of challenges, curiosity,
and sheer mental horsepower where
going to be as important as Scala depth
for talent in this setting.

The Staffing Model

Getting into Rapid
Development Mode

NE AR S HOR E TE AM E XTE NS ION

Client-side Manager
C U S TO ME R

Delivery Manager
Business Manager

Sr.-level Development
Resources

Client Team

Management Team

Delivery Team

Recruiting & Onboarding
From a small pool of potentials, each
with 8-10 years of professional
experience and very strong Scala and
Java 8 expertise, a multi-step, deep
technical evaluation occurred. An initial
two week remote onboard was followedup with a one week onsite, where the
emphasis was on the business model,
and the “why” behind the entire
application architecture.

When the new team started, on Day One
they faced an unruly backlog of projects
(and product owners that weren’t very
happy about that!) The greatest need
was to resolve the missing integrations
with external data sources. We helped
re-prioritize, set-up a coordination and
problem-solving / lessons learned
protocol, began turning business
requirements into technical
specifications, and then just got down to
work. (Yes, it was a long first day.)

Achievements
External integration with over 10 major
external data sources, where at every
step security (far, far beyond EU GDPR
regulations) needed to be a core design
element. Solving the integration problems
(in a standardize way) then allowed new
features to be added with far less strain.
It was the talent from Portugal that just
approached and solved these problems
differently. We provided the diversity of
thought and the depth of competency to
unstick the development log jam.

Solving a QA/Testing
Bottleneck
Nearshore Case Studies
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Solving a QA / Testing bottleneck
Rapid resource definition, recruitment, and training of Nearshore QA resources
for a leading global supplier of aviation maintenance management software.
Industry: Aviation “MRO” Software
Model: Nearshore Team Extension Model
Services Provided: Recruitment,
Onboarding, Testing, and QA
(Automated Testing Support)
Locations: Switzerland-Portugal
Methodology: Agile / Scrum
Automated Testing Coverage:
With daily updates to the code, this is
the team has 40 computers running
simultaneous tests for 6 hours across
the entire software product (~700
modules) 240 nights a year.

With its complex functionality, advanced architecture and aviation-specific focus, recruiting IT
talent was a formidable challenge for a Switzerland-based "MRO” aviation software provider.
In 60 days, ENEAR doubled the testing staff with a nearshore team extension model.

60

100%

DAYS TO
FULLY STAFFED

INCREASE

RECRUITING & TRAINING

CONSTANT COMMUNICATIONS

QUALITY ACHIEVEMENTS

AUTOMATED TEST COVERAGE

Time from Start to Fully Staffed was
60 days; a full 30% faster that normal
and customary at the time in the
marketplace (2016).

E.Near’s team communicates
continuously throughout the workday
via email, instant messaging, and
video/phone conferencing.

With new resources and improved
work processes, we achieved with
our client unprecedented quality
standards within the first 6 months.

At our start, automated test coverage
was 20%. Within 14 months, we
reached 40% and are steadily
improving with each sprint cycle.

The Challenge
“MRO” Software Modules:
Material management, Engineering,
Planning, Production, Maintenance,
Control, Component Maintenance,
Quality Control, Human Resources,
and Financial Management
Technologies:
Ansible
ActiveMQ
Confluence
Guava
Hibernate
HTML 5
HyperSQL
Java

Java Swing
Jenkins
Jython
Oracle DB
PostgreSQL
QF Test
Sybase
TestLink

Interested in how we might help?
Shafik A. Mahomad, Senior QA Leader
shafik.mahomad@enear.com
Ricardo Campos, Commercial Acct. Mgmt.
ricardo.campos@enear.com

The Swiss IT market is growing at a
yearly rate of 25% and facing a lack of
qualified human resources. This Swiss
company’s growth was constrained by
longer-than-need-be software
development cycles, especially around
the testing phase. With local resources
being so scarce, it was decided to look
to a nearshoring solution.

The Staffing Model

• Build a recruiting process to secure
high-quality QA talent
• Run recruitment, candidate
qualification screening, and skill
testing (analytics, software, QA skills)
• Help design and execute an
onboarding & training program
• Pass a Swiss-grade inspection of our
corporate approach to work,
methodologies, technical know-how,
and management competencies
• Deliver a ready-to-deploy team in 90
days, or faster if we could

For the chosen new QA team members,
we helped design and execute a twopart ramp-up:

NE AR S HOR E TE AM E XTE NS ION

Client-side Manager
C U S TO ME R

Delivery Manager
Business Manager

The challenge was to increase its
capacity for automation and testing (QAs)
The nearshore solution provider would be
required to:

Onboarding

Resources
(Developers, QA, DevOps

Client Team

Management Team

Delivery Team

• Off-site training for 2 weeks. The
client’s project leader delivered
industry briefings, demos, and
presented their software development
agenda.
• On-site training in Switzerland for the
following 2 weeks. Focused on
aligning with their specific work
processes, culture, and teams.

Recruiting

Achievements

To succeed, e.near’s team created an
integrated ramp-up plan to allow multiple
efforts to run simultaneously.

Our greatest impact has been on test
coverage. Through better development
processes, test coverage has improved
from around 20% to over 40% now.

For recruitment, our Sr. QA Architect
helped define the full technical skills
requirements. We designed a five stage
“from identification to validation” process
that included multiple rounds of
interviews and technical skill validation
tests. Client QA leaders made the final
decisions; selecting the top 2% of 219
prospect candidates we had identified.

Automated testing runs 260 nights per
year with daily code updates (we
mentioned they are Swiss, right?): Forty
computers running simultaneous tests for
6 hours across the entire software
product (~700 modules).

The Future of Functional
Programming

Article

Introduction
Outsourcing has been the talk of the town for decades now. With the ability to increase efficiency, get more reach, ensure companies gain a greater
competitive advantage, and the chance to allow for an improved focus on the core business activities, outsourcing is now one of the most popular
ways to take businesses to a whole new level.
But how will the future technological watersheds impact outsourcing? By reading this expanded outsourcing article, you’ll be able to understand what
is outsourcing, what are the different types of outsourcing, and how outsourcing will be affected by the current technological novelties.

What is Outsourcing
The trend for Functional Programming languages and idioms has been growing steadily in recent years. As demands on computer-based systems go
bigger and more complex each year, amounts of data increase exponentially and businesses push the boundaries of software to the limits,
developers and architects need to come with novel alternatives and solutions to face these new challenges.
The rediscovery of Functional Programming concepts and languages along with the integration of functional idioms in already existing and well
established languages and frameworks have been allowing developers to tackle some of these demands with more confidence, efficiency and
effectiveness. Either by better exploiting the parallelism possible in multi-core and distributed systems in big-data scenarios, or helping developers
better express domain concepts and constraints for the critical parts of their system, leveraging patterns well rooted on proven mathematical
concepts.
Functional Programming practices are improving developers’ lives and, consequently, the products they help put to market.
The goal of this article is to frame Functional Programming (FP) in the context of software development in general, its increasing usage in recent
years and what it may hold for the future. The article is organized as follows:

Section 2 frames FP languages and concepts in an historical perspective and covers the basics of pure functions, function composition and the
relation to mathematics and category theory.
Section 3 gives an overview of immutability and concurrency in FP. Sections 4 and 5 cover, respectively, the applicability of FP in User Interface
programming and data streaming and section 6 concludes with additional topics and remarks.
In each section, our purpose is not just to cover the present usage of each concept or practice but, more importantly, give hints on what might be
relevant for the future of software development.

Functional Programming Overview
Functional Programming is nothing new (Turner 2013). In fact, the fundamental theory supporting FP - The Lambda Calculus developed by Turing dates back from the 1930s.

The first incarnation of the Lisp language comes from the late 1950s, and the influential work on the ML familly of programming languages dates
from the early 1970s. Even Haskell, the most widely used purely functional language, is turning 30 years old.
The revamp of FP in recent years - applied in much wider context than academia or very specific fields - brought to the attention of many, an area
that has been studied and evolving for a long time.

There are a couple of basic concepts associated with FP
•
•
•

First class and high order functions
Support for creating pure functions (explicit or not) and immutable data structures
Powerful and expressive type systems with profound mathematical basis (for statically typed languages)

First class and high order functions are arguably the most relevant feature of a language making FP possible.

The countless ways that functions can be composed and transformed, specially in typed languages, make them ideal to express many algorithms at a
very high level of abstraction, many times much closer to the development domain terminology than that of the programming language or the
machine.
Comparing to a more imperative style of programming, functional programs usually are written in a more declarative way - the “what” not the “how” preferring data declarations, pattern matching and function composition over a set of explicit consecutive steps to be run.
Pure functions - functions that for the same input always return the same output - give a powerful foundation for reasoning about programs and their
results. Testing is somehow trivial with these functions, since there is no external state to have in mind. Even mutability, side effects and state
management can be expressed as algebraic data which can be manipulated by pure functions as anything else (Brady 2013).
This data is then processed by code generated by the compiler, some runtime system or external library, always outside of developers’ direct control.
As a consequence, one is perfectly able to write domain-specific code with pure functions and data structures, leaving impure code - code that
mutates, relies on external state, etc. - to be handled by well-crafted and tested libraries.
It is well-known that poor state management, namely shared state, is the cause of many types of bugs. Giving developers restricted and principled
ways of dealing with it, as in FP best practices, has proven to avoid many of those issues, providing developers with tools to create better and more
robust code, with less effort.
The mathematical foundations of FP give much more than a fancy theory for academics to occupy their time. As a simple example, the well-known
idea of map-reduce distributed computations (Dean and Ghemawat 2008), popularized by Hadoop and some NoSQL databases, has one of its core
ideas in the category theory concept of a Monoid for the reduce part.
This is nothing more special then an operation with associativity and neutral element properties (e.g. sum of integers, concatenation of strings, or
even counting words expressed in the right form, among others). Such simple ideas made the processing of inimaginable amounts of data in an offthe-shelf system possible, just by relying on developers to correctly devise associative operations and neutral elements, which are concrete for each
domain.

Functional Programming can be applied in many languages, not just the so called “functional” ones. For instance, Javascript, the de facto language of
the web, allows for first class and high order functions since its conception. Java 8 and C++ introduced Lambda expressions and many functionalinspired libraries based on those. Scala blends the functional and object oriented paradigms in a coherent language, that many developers are using
to introduce themselves to advanced Functional Programming patterns and concepts.
Even the ever pervasive SQL language for database querying employs pure functions to do projections and aggregations in a relational algebra
context. Microsoft Excel can be seen as the most popular application of Functional Reactive Programming available.

Functional Programming is, hence, present in many of the languages available and well-known nowadays. We will cover below some of the key fields
and applications where it is getting traction and where it could be, or is already, the next big thing.

Immutability, concurrency and parallelism
We already mentioned immutability and concurrency before, as they are one of the common selling points for functional programming. By
immutability we are referring to programming with no mutation (change) of variables (hence, no variables) being those directly accessed by the
program or internal state of some structure or object. This blends perfectly with the usage of pure functions, given those functions just copy and
modify existing structures, instead of in-place mutation. It is, however, necessary to rethink how commonly used data structures are implemented:
lists, maps, sets, queues, etc. (Okasaki 1999).
As no in-place mutation is allowed and deep copies of data structure are usually expensive in terms of memory and computation speed, the sharing
of common structural parts is the key for efficient development of immutable data structures. Many of the existing immutable data structure
implementations are quite straight-forward, for instance the single-linked-list.
However, for data structures useful in more flexible scenarios, people had to depart from the common array-based implementations, creating such
tree-based structures like 2-3 Finger Trees (Hinze and Paterson 2006) or Clojure’s Persistent Vectors.

The relationship between immutability and concurrency is subtle and profoundly important to the success of FP concepts in concurrent and parallel
computing. On the one hand, if there is no mutability, there is no such thing as synchronization on shared mutable state, being thread-safety taken
care of by design.
On the other hand, if one can describe an algorithm with immutable data structures and independent computations - as the already mentioned mapreduce algorithm - the parallelization of its execution is almost automatic.
This makes exploiting current multi-core processors and massively distributed computing power a possibility.
It is not possible to describe every single algorithm in immutable terms. However, Functional Programming, especially when using languages with
powerful type systems and effect-handling libraries, also gives developers composable and principled tools to reason about mutability and sharedstate management.
Software Transactional Memory, for instance, is much more straight-forward to express in a more functional language such as Haskell or Scala than
in an imperative language like Java (Du Bois 2011).
We envision future developments in the performance of immutable data structures and concurrency tools based on functional programming
practices. Either by being directly part of a programming language’s syntax or semantics, or implemented in external libraries, these developments
may give developers better and more suitable tools to tackle the knowingly hard problems of concurrency and distributions.

Reactive User Interfaces
The application of functional programming on User Interface development has been around for some time, even if one does not realise it explicitly. A
good example is Facebook’s React Web Framework, which is sticking around for some time in the ever changing land of Javascript libraries. In React,
the developer writes “pure” functions which receive as input the current application state - so called model - and are responsible to return the new
rendering of the user interface.

React’s runtime is then responsible to compute differences between the previous and current view (usually in the form of HTML), and re-render in the
web browser just what have changed. When some event like user input is processed by React, another pure function, provided by the developer, is
responsible to return the new application resulting from the possible changes caused by the user. This will immediately reflect in view changes and so
on and so on.
The Elm programming language is a React-backed implementation of this principle, with reactive user interface semantics embodied in the language
itself (Czaplicki and Chong 2013).

This idea of reacting to events, changing state and updating views goes way back from web browsers, just look at the already mentioned Microsoft
Excel model of programming.
What is called functional Reactive Programming (Bainomugisha et al. 2013) is particularly suitable for User Interface and other event based systems,
allowing for many interesting solutions and possible optimizations.

Other functional languages have been proposed and are gaining attention in frontend development. For instance, purescript and Typescript are
bringing type safety and powerful typed functional concepts to web development. These languages, that compile directly to Javascript, are providing
Frontend developers similar guaranties in correctness, code robustness and safety that backend many developers are used too.
We envision the growing usage of these safer programming languages, specially in the context of larger code bases, which are getting more and
more common in the web development world.

Data Processing
Data processing pipelines are comprised of discrete and independent stages that manipulate and transform data elements, throughout a usually
sequential flow of operation. Be it in batch processing or real-time streaming scenarios, functional programming is well suited to describe these
transformations as pure functions.

Functionally inspired data processing frameworks are based in a common and restricted set of operations, and ways of composing them within
pipelines. Mapping (transforming), filtering or aggregating data are the basis for many of the algorithms currently used on big-data analysis and
processing.
The Spark framework (Zaharia et al. 2010), available for many languages, is one of the most widely used tool to do big-data analysis, code
recommendation systems or machine-learning jobs. It employs well-known functional combinators and ideas to provide developers a standard way
of running data-based computations, either in a single local development machine or on a distributed cluster of high-powered processing machines.

The high-level of abstraction that Spark provides, permitting the developer not to care about how or where data is located or processed, allows for
very fast and effective development of data pipelines, giving developers more time to concentrate on domain-specific solutions not worrying about
the hard details of distributed computing most of the time.
We foresee data processing as one of the main areas where Functional Programming concepts are and will be applied in the nearby future. The
virtually infinite computing power that current cloud offerings provide, along with the exponential demands on the amounts of data that need to be
consumed and processed by businesses, gives the grounds for functional programming to grow and help developers in their endeavors.

Additional Topics
It would be impossible to cover every and single scenario where Functional Programming can be applied or relevant. However, further from the ones
we already described, we can encounter heavy usage of FP, namely typed Functional Programming, in critical systems (sometimes formally verified),
banking and FinTech industries and A/I machine learning solutions.
Powerful type systems lead to more correct software with very robust guarantees. With sufficiently powered type systems, one can even find
equivalence between logic propositions and computer programs, with the fantastic consequence of having formally proven programs for free (Wadler
2015).

It is also important to state that despite the heavy theoretical basis of Functional Programming, one does not need any PhD in abstract algebra to be
productive in it. Although more functional languages such as Haskell or Scala are better suited for this paradigm - Haskell does not even provide any
other way - one can apply Functional Programming concepts and practices everywhere functions can by stored and passed around, at least.
To sum up, type systems give more verifications and checks to our code, avoiding many common bugs and the compilation of incorrect programs.
Immutability avoids shared state and concurrency concerns. When that is not possible, higher level abstractions over mutable state and parallelism,
composed using pure functions, may lead to a better model of concurrent and distributed programming comparing to imperative code. React’s
success and functional reactive programming techniques, in general, have proven to be very suitable for User Interface development, namely in the
context of Web and mobile applications.
We believe that, with the increasing popularity of functional programming techniques and idioms, and their application in a wide spectrum of fields
and scenarios, developers and architects capable and familiar with FP may become better positioned to tackle the challenges that future software
development might bring.
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